
I have chosen option c) from the page 106 of the book [Objective CAE]. 

 
 

Introduction 

 
I am submitting� this proposal in response to the local’s council advertisement, in which 

I am outlining� the two projects I find more necessary and urgent implementing. 
 

Bus service 

 

• Problems 
 
In the last 5 years the village’s population has undergo� a sharp� increase, bringing 

about� a proportional expansion, that has resulted in a noticeable lack in transport 
communications between the outskirts� of the village. 

 

• Solution 
 
I would certainly suggest increasing the transport facilities by not only raising the busses 

frequency but also� by setting new itineraries so that all areas are covered�. 
 

Lightening (!) 

 

• Problems 
 
Consideration should be given�� to the deep deficit some areas suffer lightening-wise. 

This absence of street lights in the Red and Holly districts carries two terrible consequences 
which are inevitably related: the number of people in the streets in the night-time has decreased 
in the same rate the delinquency has increased. 

 

• Solution 
 
It is clearly crucial to overcome� this problem by the introduction of street lights in the 

districts mentioned��. It would also be advisable to intensify�� the police presence�� in 
these areas. 

 

Conclusion 

 
As I have stated before, I find this two problems in need of being addressed rapidly. I 

trust this proposal will receive due consideration and hope it will meet your approval. 

 

Excellent work. I think I have to say 10/10, although be aware that I think it would be a 

challenge to achieve that in an exam (assuming you made full use here of your notes 

and online resources - which was the right thing to do!), 

 

 

Comment [m1]: Add a would in there 

somemwhere! 

Comment [m2]: OK, but I think 

avoiding the repittitin would be good 

Comment [m3]: Too strong 

Comment [m4]: at 

Comment [m5]: ask about this - above 


